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this volume contains the papers and discussions from a symposium on hu man behavior and traffic
safety held at the general motors research labora tories on september 23 25 1984 this symposium
was the twenty ninth in an annual series sponsored by the research laboratories initiated in 1957
these symposia have as their objective the promotion of the interchange of knowledge among
specialists from many allied disciplines in rapidly developing or chang ing areas of science or
technology attendees characteristically represent the aca demic government and industrial
institutions that are noted for their ongoing activities in the particular area of interest of
this symposium was to focus on the role of human behavior the objective in traffic safety in this
regard a clear distinction is drawn between on the one hand human behavior and on the other human
performance human per formance at the driving task or what the driver can do has been the subject
of much research reported in the technical literature although clearly of some rel evance
questions of performance do not appear to be central to most traffic crashes of much more central
importance is human behavior or what the driver in fact does this is much more difficult to
determine and is the subject of the symposium examines deaths injuries and property damage from
traffic crashes evans research scientist general motors research labs warren michigan applies the
methods of science to illuminate the characteristics of these problems their origin and nature as
well as their severity annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or decisions twenty years
ago during the first generation of modern traffic safety policymaking were easier than today
afterall the mandate for specific mandatory motor vehicle safety standards was dermed rather
clearly during legislative hearings since the initial standards decisions have been based on the
more general guidelines of practicality and avoiding unreasonable risks now with more difficult
decisions pending the demand for analysis is greater my purpose in writing this book is to
promote second generation policymaking in traffic safety the dominant theme is that an individual
net benefit approach is useful in the design evaluation and improvement of traffic safety policy
hopefully this book provides some guidance for today s tougher decisions evaluative review of
modern traffic safety policy especially automobile safety standards yields several results the
technological approach the basis for the 1966 legislation is shown to produce mistakes benefits
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are overestimated and endangerment of nonoccupants is ignored the risk homeostatic approach the
devil s idea to some in the safety community is shown to be a limiting case of the more general
individual net benefit approach rationality and competency in travelers safety decisions are
reviewed in a broad context evidence beyond the realm of behavioral ix x the regulation of motor
vehicle and traffic safety psychology indicates considerable albeit imperfect competency in
traffic safety decisions conventional benefit cost analysis is critiqued existing studies of
passive restraints are shown to overestimate net benefits because travelers responses and costs
are ignored describes the basic research procedures used in the area of driving behavior and
highway safety the tool kit will vary among jurisdictions depending on basic legal constraints
community attitudes road system and traffic characteristics and resources the transportation
research board trb undertook a study to identify the sources of safety improvements in other
countries researchers do not have a complete understanding of the underlying causes of long term
trends in crashes and fatalities differences among countries are in part attributable to factors
other than government safety policies to identify keys to success the trb study committee
examined specific safety programs for which quantitative evaluations are available and relied on
the observations of safety professionals with international experience the committee s
conclusions identify differences between u s and international practices that can account for
some differences in outcomes the committee recommendations which are addressed to elected
officials and to government safety administrators identify actions needed in the united states to
emulate the successes that other countries have achieved the recommendations do not
comprehensively address all aspects of traffic safety programs but rather address areas of
practice that are highlighted by the international comparisons and for which credible evidence of
effectiveness is available pub desc this comprehensive 2nd edition covers the key issues that
relate human behavior to traffic safety in particular it covers the increasing roles that
pedestrians and cyclists have in the traffic system the role of infotainment in driver
distraction and the increasing role of driver assistance systems in changing the driver vehicle
interaction in recognition of the importance of road safety as a major health issue the world
health organization has declared 2011 2021 the decade of safety action several countries in
europe north america and asia have been successful in reducing fatalities and injuries due to
road traffic crashes however many low income countries continue to experience high rates of
traffic fatalities and injuries transport planning and traffic safety making cities roads and
vehicles safer offers a source book for road safety training courses as well as an introductory
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textbook for graduate level courses on road safety taught in engineering institutes it brings
together the international experiences and lessons learned from countries which have been
successful in reducing traffic crashes and their applicability in low income countries the
content is based on lectures delivered during an international course on transportation planning
and traffic safety sponsored annually by the transportation research and injury prevention
programme tripp at the indian institute of technology delhi the book is interdisciplinary and
aimed at professionals traffic and road engineers vehicle designers law enforcers and transport
planners the authors examine trends in performance of oecd countries and highlight the public
health and systems approach of traffic safety with the vulnerable road user in focus topics
include land use transportation planning mobility and safety safety education and legislation
accident analysis road safety research human tolerance to injury vehicle design safety in
construction zones safety in urban areas traffic calming public transportation safety laws and
policies and pre hospital care of the injured this book provides traffic safety researchers and
practitioners with an international and multi disciplinary compendium of theoretical and
methodological concepts relevant to the research and application of traffic safety culture aiming
towards a vision of zero traffic fatalities peter rothe s absorbing volume ex amines one of the
most important areas of modern life the culture of the automobile rothe takes a problem central
to everyday life auto safety and reconstructs it into a means of revealing the human condition
his goal is to motivate the reader to think differently about traffic safety and to suspend all
inherited epidemiological engineering and psychological beliefs because traffic arises from the
interac tion between people he argues that traffic safety is a social process one that is created
formed and changed by human interaction beyond traffic safety presents con troversial critiques
and provocative positions it stimulates insight into the question of why traffic safety issues
have become so important today rothe explores new social boundaries and crosses old ones he
demonstrates that interlinking social factors in a motorist s behavior reveal traffic safety as a
significant facet of social behavior worthy of in depth exploration this may well be the first
work of fundamen tal theory in an area thus far dominated by crude empiricism beyond traffic
safety describes responsibilities of drivers and ex amines how basic trust in traffic routines
sustains an orderly traffic flow it shows how physical risks are negotiated to accommodate social
ex pectations part of the text is devoted to the role played by the driver s license as a form of
social control emphasiz ing the way in which various images of licensing convey different ideas
about traffic safety rothe focuses on the development of traffic laws and how laws affect driver
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behavior he also traces the roles that discretion and tolerance play in police work in par
ticular the dominant traffic violation speeding is analyzed rothe looks at traffic safety in a
new way by presenting it as part of a social scientific framework he provides a basis for future
exploration of this kind beyond traffic safety is an im portant and insightful analysis for road
users traffic safety educators policymakers psychologists and sociologists public health is now
considering road safety as a major factor to improve morbidity and mortality but the health
community is poorly educated regarding this issue the world health organization dedicated the
2004 world health day to road safety since then various campaigns around the world have been
launched to reduce the number of traffic accidents and death and several projects we initiated to
improve traffic safety sleepiness at the wheel is an important cause of traffic accidents this
book discusses the causes and consequences of driver sleepiness in a systematic manner experts in
the field of traffic safety and sleep research have contributed to this book traffic safety
applies the methods of science to better understand one of the worldi 1 2s major problems harm in
road traffic the disparity between urban and rural motor vehicle fatalities in the u s is well
documented in academic research and reports show discrepancy between urban and rural fatalities
however despite the decline in overall motor vehicle fatalities the difference between urban and
rural fatality rates has stayed relatively consistent rural fatalities still account for over
half the overall fatalities despite having fewer vehicle miles travelled vmt than in urban areas
therefore examining the reasons behind the continued discrepancy between urban and rural motor
vehicle deaths remains an important issue in safety management and research this book discusses
practices roles of human behavior and effective programs in road and traffic safety this is the
classic 1991 text traffic safety and the driver a book that has been described as the bible of
traffic safety research the principles and concepts described in it are as valid as when written
the author s later book traffic safety 2004 scienceservingsociety com traffic safety htm revisits
many of the same themes and adds much content not covered here on the other hand there is much in
this book not covered in the later one such as the celebrated comment on p 378 in the era before
the birth of experimental science greek philosophers thought that nature could be understood by
pure thought alone without the need for data nowadays there seem to be people who think that it
can be understood with data alone without the need for thought quotes from some of the 28 reviews
it is an easy book to read the terminology is clear and concise it is well thought out and
written and in parts comes into the difficult to put down category british medical journal it is
an important text for professionals and individuals interested in the problem of injury resulting
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from vehicular crashes jama journal of the american medical association it is a rare pleasure for
a reviewer to be able to recommend a book wholeheartedly and unequivocally a book that is a
delight to read the joys of the book are both scientific and literary this is a book for everyone
interested in making roads safer journal of traffic medicine it is rare for a book to land on the
care on the road desk for review and stay there as an invaluable part of the information library
care on the road royal society for the prevention of accidents uk it should be compulsory reading
for all concerned with the evaluation of traffic safety measures ergonomics uk one of the more
refreshing aspects of the book is evans willingness to make inferences from the complexities of
the research with which he is obviously thoroughly familiar driver education canada risk
assessors and managers interested in the contributors to the risks of everyday living will find
this book especially interesting risk analysis the problem of traffic crashes evans points out is
much more one of drivers doing things that they know they ought not to do than of drivers not
knowing what to do the wilson quarterly is an essential reference for the 90 s and will prove
invaluable to all who work in the field israel journal of medical sciences evans places the raw
data in striking contexts law and society review this book is essential for anyone doing research
in traffic safety it is so clearly written that it would be highly appropriate for the general
public and for public libraries accident analysis and prevention evans has written a cogent
survey of social contributors to car crashes and fatalities contemporary sociology the author has
the right credentials for a book such as this the book presents an impressive array of statistics
concerning traffic safety many of these statistics will surprise and occasionally amuse journal
of the operational research society uk is comprehensive clearly organized well documented and
easy to read the book is a valuable reference for those working in the field of traffic safety
and transportation planning journal of the american planning association its comprehensiveness
and readability coupled with its extensive references to the primary literature make this an
excellent starting place for anyone interested in traffic safety research chapter 12 entitled how
you can reduce your risk is likely to be of wide interest risk issues in health safety leonard
evans author of traffic safety and the driver a book that has been referred to as the bible of
traffic safety research driver education newsletter the disparity between urban and rural motor
vehicle fatalities in the u s is well documented in academic research and reports show
discrepancy between urban and rural fatalities however despite the decline in overall motor
vehicle fatalities the difference between urban and rural fatality rates has stayed relatively
consistent rural fatalities still account for over half the overall fatalities despite having
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fewer vehicle miles travelled vmt than in urban areas therefore examining the reasons behind the
continued discrepancy between urban and rural motor vehicle deaths remains an important issue in
safety management and research this book discusses practices roles of human behavior and
effective programs in road and traffic safety this volume presents the work of researchers from
around the world and from a variety of disciplines who are actively searching for ways to make
our roadways a safer and more pleasant place to be although behavioural scientists have long been
interested in learning about what drivers do the study of driving behaviour has only recently
attracted the dedicated interest of psychologists and other researchers roadways are now
increasingly recognised as an excellent naturalistic setting to study a variety of behaviours
that were previously constrained to laboratories streets and roads are ubiquitous constituting an
integral part of most people s everyday environment or life space as with other environmental
features emotional meanings are attached to our subjective perceptions of roadways which
ultimately influence immediate and long term thoughts feelings and actions traffic safety
including the nature measurement and treatment of roadway aggression types of traffic violations
in diverse parts of the world the pervasive concern with the alcohol and driving attempts to
modify problematic driver behaviours engineering and human factors concerns such as cell phone
operation by drivers the use of vehicle black box recorders and the safety of airbags we also
present some examples of theoretical models and their usefulness in stimulating research and
providing an overall explanatory model for a diverse range of driving behaviours the chapters in
this book explore many of these issues with driver behaviours being investigated by psychologists
sociologists engineers and others contains summaries of the knowledge regarding the effects of
128 road safety measures this title covers various areas of road safety including traffic control
vehicle inspection driver training publicity campaigns police enforcement and general policy
instruments it also covers topics such as post accident care and speed cameras drugs driving and
traffic safety gives a comprehensive overview of the effects of different medical conditions like
neurological disorders anxiety and depression and their pharmaceutical treatment on driving
ability in addition the effects of alcohol and drugs of abuse are discussed leading experts
present the different methodologies to examine effects of drugs on driving and summarize the
recent scientific evidence including epidemiological studies roadside surveys laboratory tests
driving simulators and the standardized driving test the volume includes guidelines of the
international council on alcohol drugs and traffic safety icadts and the icadts drugs list 2007
drugs driving and traffic safety is written for physicians psychiatrists and pharmacists who want
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to inform their patients who use psychoactive drugs
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Human Behavior and Traffic Safety 2012-12-06 this volume contains the papers and discussions from
a symposium on hu man behavior and traffic safety held at the general motors research labora
tories on september 23 25 1984 this symposium was the twenty ninth in an annual series sponsored
by the research laboratories initiated in 1957 these symposia have as their objective the
promotion of the interchange of knowledge among specialists from many allied disciplines in
rapidly developing or chang ing areas of science or technology attendees characteristically
represent the aca demic government and industrial institutions that are noted for their ongoing
activities in the particular area of interest of this symposium was to focus on the role of human
behavior the objective in traffic safety in this regard a clear distinction is drawn between on
the one hand human behavior and on the other human performance human per formance at the driving
task or what the driver can do has been the subject of much research reported in the technical
literature although clearly of some rel evance questions of performance do not appear to be
central to most traffic crashes of much more central importance is human behavior or what the
driver in fact does this is much more difficult to determine and is the subject of the symposium
Traffic Safety and the Driver 1991 examines deaths injuries and property damage from traffic
crashes evans research scientist general motors research labs warren michigan applies the methods
of science to illuminate the characteristics of these problems their origin and nature as well as
their severity annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
Highway and Traffic Safety 1970 decisions twenty years ago during the first generation of modern
traffic safety policymaking were easier than today afterall the mandate for specific mandatory
motor vehicle safety standards was dermed rather clearly during legislative hearings since the
initial standards decisions have been based on the more general guidelines of practicality and
avoiding unreasonable risks now with more difficult decisions pending the demand for analysis is
greater my purpose in writing this book is to promote second generation policymaking in traffic
safety the dominant theme is that an individual net benefit approach is useful in the design
evaluation and improvement of traffic safety policy hopefully this book provides some guidance
for today s tougher decisions evaluative review of modern traffic safety policy especially
automobile safety standards yields several results the technological approach the basis for the
1966 legislation is shown to produce mistakes benefits are overestimated and endangerment of
nonoccupants is ignored the risk homeostatic approach the devil s idea to some in the safety
community is shown to be a limiting case of the more general individual net benefit approach
rationality and competency in travelers safety decisions are reviewed in a broad context evidence
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beyond the realm of behavioral ix x the regulation of motor vehicle and traffic safety psychology
indicates considerable albeit imperfect competency in traffic safety decisions conventional
benefit cost analysis is critiqued existing studies of passive restraints are shown to
overestimate net benefits because travelers responses and costs are ignored
Highway and Traffic Safety 2012-12-06 describes the basic research procedures used in the area of
driving behavior and highway safety
The Regulation of Motor Vehicle and Traffic Safety 1993 the tool kit will vary among
jurisdictions depending on basic legal constraints community attitudes road system and traffic
characteristics and resources the transportation research board trb undertook a study to identify
the sources of safety improvements in other countries researchers do not have a complete
understanding of the underlying causes of long term trends in crashes and fatalities differences
among countries are in part attributable to factors other than government safety policies to
identify keys to success the trb study committee examined specific safety programs for which
quantitative evaluations are available and relied on the observations of safety professionals
with international experience the committee s conclusions identify differences between u s and
international practices that can account for some differences in outcomes the committee
recommendations which are addressed to elected officials and to government safety administrators
identify actions needed in the united states to emulate the successes that other countries have
achieved the recommendations do not comprehensively address all aspects of traffic safety
programs but rather address areas of practice that are highlighted by the international
comparisons and for which credible evidence of effectiveness is available pub desc
Traffic Safety Materials Catalog 1998 this comprehensive 2nd edition covers the key issues that
relate human behavior to traffic safety in particular it covers the increasing roles that
pedestrians and cyclists have in the traffic system the role of infotainment in driver
distraction and the increasing role of driver assistance systems in changing the driver vehicle
interaction
Commitment, Communication, Cooperation 2007-10-05 in recognition of the importance of road safety
as a major health issue the world health organization has declared 2011 2021 the decade of safety
action several countries in europe north america and asia have been successful in reducing
fatalities and injuries due to road traffic crashes however many low income countries continue to
experience high rates of traffic fatalities and injuries transport planning and traffic safety
making cities roads and vehicles safer offers a source book for road safety training courses as
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well as an introductory textbook for graduate level courses on road safety taught in engineering
institutes it brings together the international experiences and lessons learned from countries
which have been successful in reducing traffic crashes and their applicability in low income
countries the content is based on lectures delivered during an international course on
transportation planning and traffic safety sponsored annually by the transportation research and
injury prevention programme tripp at the indian institute of technology delhi the book is
interdisciplinary and aimed at professionals traffic and road engineers vehicle designers law
enforcers and transport planners the authors examine trends in performance of oecd countries and
highlight the public health and systems approach of traffic safety with the vulnerable road user
in focus topics include land use transportation planning mobility and safety safety education and
legislation accident analysis road safety research human tolerance to injury vehicle design
safety in construction zones safety in urban areas traffic calming public transportation safety
laws and policies and pre hospital care of the injured
Traffic Safety Digest 2011 this book provides traffic safety researchers and practitioners with
an international and multi disciplinary compendium of theoretical and methodological concepts
relevant to the research and application of traffic safety culture aiming towards a vision of
zero traffic fatalities
Traffic Safety and Human Behavior 2017-06-22 peter rothe s absorbing volume ex amines one of the
most important areas of modern life the culture of the automobile rothe takes a problem central
to everyday life auto safety and reconstructs it into a means of revealing the human condition
his goal is to motivate the reader to think differently about traffic safety and to suspend all
inherited epidemiological engineering and psychological beliefs because traffic arises from the
interac tion between people he argues that traffic safety is a social process one that is created
formed and changed by human interaction beyond traffic safety presents con troversial critiques
and provocative positions it stimulates insight into the question of why traffic safety issues
have become so important today rothe explores new social boundaries and crosses old ones he
demonstrates that interlinking social factors in a motorist s behavior reveal traffic safety as a
significant facet of social behavior worthy of in depth exploration this may well be the first
work of fundamen tal theory in an area thus far dominated by crude empiricism beyond traffic
safety describes responsibilities of drivers and ex amines how basic trust in traffic routines
sustains an orderly traffic flow it shows how physical risks are negotiated to accommodate social
ex pectations part of the text is devoted to the role played by the driver s license as a form of
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social control emphasiz ing the way in which various images of licensing convey different ideas
about traffic safety rothe focuses on the development of traffic laws and how laws affect driver
behavior he also traces the roles that discretion and tolerance play in police work in par
ticular the dominant traffic violation speeding is analyzed rothe looks at traffic safety in a
new way by presenting it as part of a social scientific framework he provides a basis for future
exploration of this kind beyond traffic safety is an im portant and insightful analysis for road
users traffic safety educators policymakers psychologists and sociologists
Achieving Traffic Safety Goals in the United States 1958 public health is now considering road
safety as a major factor to improve morbidity and mortality but the health community is poorly
educated regarding this issue the world health organization dedicated the 2004 world health day
to road safety since then various campaigns around the world have been launched to reduce the
number of traffic accidents and death and several projects we initiated to improve traffic safety
sleepiness at the wheel is an important cause of traffic accidents this book discusses the causes
and consequences of driver sleepiness in a systematic manner experts in the field of traffic
safety and sleep research have contributed to this book
Traffic Safety and Human Behavior 2018-09-03 traffic safety applies the methods of science to
better understand one of the worldi 1 2s major problems harm in road traffic
Businessmen and Traffic Safety 2019-04-12 the disparity between urban and rural motor vehicle
fatalities in the u s is well documented in academic research and reports show discrepancy
between urban and rural fatalities however despite the decline in overall motor vehicle
fatalities the difference between urban and rural fatality rates has stayed relatively consistent
rural fatalities still account for over half the overall fatalities despite having fewer vehicle
miles travelled vmt than in urban areas therefore examining the reasons behind the continued
discrepancy between urban and rural motor vehicle deaths remains an important issue in safety
management and research this book discusses practices roles of human behavior and effective
programs in road and traffic safety
Transport Planning and Traffic Safety 1963 this is the classic 1991 text traffic safety and the
driver a book that has been described as the bible of traffic safety research the principles and
concepts described in it are as valid as when written the author s later book traffic safety 2004
scienceservingsociety com traffic safety htm revisits many of the same themes and adds much
content not covered here on the other hand there is much in this book not covered in the later
one such as the celebrated comment on p 378 in the era before the birth of experimental science
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greek philosophers thought that nature could be understood by pure thought alone without the need
for data nowadays there seem to be people who think that it can be understood with data alone
without the need for thought quotes from some of the 28 reviews it is an easy book to read the
terminology is clear and concise it is well thought out and written and in parts comes into the
difficult to put down category british medical journal it is an important text for professionals
and individuals interested in the problem of injury resulting from vehicular crashes jama journal
of the american medical association it is a rare pleasure for a reviewer to be able to recommend
a book wholeheartedly and unequivocally a book that is a delight to read the joys of the book are
both scientific and literary this is a book for everyone interested in making roads safer journal
of traffic medicine it is rare for a book to land on the care on the road desk for review and
stay there as an invaluable part of the information library care on the road royal society for
the prevention of accidents uk it should be compulsory reading for all concerned with the
evaluation of traffic safety measures ergonomics uk one of the more refreshing aspects of the
book is evans willingness to make inferences from the complexities of the research with which he
is obviously thoroughly familiar driver education canada risk assessors and managers interested
in the contributors to the risks of everyday living will find this book especially interesting
risk analysis the problem of traffic crashes evans points out is much more one of drivers doing
things that they know they ought not to do than of drivers not knowing what to do the wilson
quarterly is an essential reference for the 90 s and will prove invaluable to all who work in the
field israel journal of medical sciences evans places the raw data in striking contexts law and
society review this book is essential for anyone doing research in traffic safety it is so
clearly written that it would be highly appropriate for the general public and for public
libraries accident analysis and prevention evans has written a cogent survey of social
contributors to car crashes and fatalities contemporary sociology the author has the right
credentials for a book such as this the book presents an impressive array of statistics
concerning traffic safety many of these statistics will surprise and occasionally amuse journal
of the operational research society uk is comprehensive clearly organized well documented and
easy to read the book is a valuable reference for those working in the field of traffic safety
and transportation planning journal of the american planning association its comprehensiveness
and readability coupled with its extensive references to the primary literature make this an
excellent starting place for anyone interested in traffic safety research chapter 12 entitled how
you can reduce your risk is likely to be of wide interest risk issues in health safety leonard
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evans author of traffic safety and the driver a book that has been referred to as the bible of
traffic safety research driver education newsletter
Traffic Safety Culture 1973 the disparity between urban and rural motor vehicle fatalities in the
u s is well documented in academic research and reports show discrepancy between urban and rural
fatalities however despite the decline in overall motor vehicle fatalities the difference between
urban and rural fatality rates has stayed relatively consistent rural fatalities still account
for over half the overall fatalities despite having fewer vehicle miles travelled vmt than in
urban areas therefore examining the reasons behind the continued discrepancy between urban and
rural motor vehicle deaths remains an important issue in safety management and research this book
discusses practices roles of human behavior and effective programs in road and traffic safety
Alcohol and Traffic Safety 1960 this volume presents the work of researchers from around the
world and from a variety of disciplines who are actively searching for ways to make our roadways
a safer and more pleasant place to be although behavioural scientists have long been interested
in learning about what drivers do the study of driving behaviour has only recently attracted the
dedicated interest of psychologists and other researchers roadways are now increasingly
recognised as an excellent naturalistic setting to study a variety of behaviours that were
previously constrained to laboratories streets and roads are ubiquitous constituting an integral
part of most people s everyday environment or life space as with other environmental features
emotional meanings are attached to our subjective perceptions of roadways which ultimately
influence immediate and long term thoughts feelings and actions traffic safety including the
nature measurement and treatment of roadway aggression types of traffic violations in diverse
parts of the world the pervasive concern with the alcohol and driving attempts to modify
problematic driver behaviours engineering and human factors concerns such as cell phone operation
by drivers the use of vehicle black box recorders and the safety of airbags we also present some
examples of theoretical models and their usefulness in stimulating research and providing an
overall explanatory model for a diverse range of driving behaviours the chapters in this book
explore many of these issues with driver behaviours being investigated by psychologists
sociologists engineers and others
Traffic Safety 2011 contains summaries of the knowledge regarding the effects of 128 road safety
measures this title covers various areas of road safety including traffic control vehicle
inspection driver training publicity campaigns police enforcement and general policy instruments
it also covers topics such as post accident care and speed cameras
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Public Information 2014-01-01 drugs driving and traffic safety gives a comprehensive overview of
the effects of different medical conditions like neurological disorders anxiety and depression
and their pharmaceutical treatment on driving ability in addition the effects of alcohol and
drugs of abuse are discussed leading experts present the different methodologies to examine
effects of drugs on driving and summarize the recent scientific evidence including
epidemiological studies roadside surveys laboratory tests driving simulators and the standardized
driving test the volume includes guidelines of the international council on alcohol drugs and
traffic safety icadts and the icadts drugs list 2007 drugs driving and traffic safety is written
for physicians psychiatrists and pharmacists who want to inform their patients who use
psychoactive drugs
Beyond Traffic Safety 1997
Sleep, Sleepiness and Traffic Safety 1991
Traffic Safety 1966
Risk-Taking Behavior and Traffic Safety Symposium Proceedings 1993
Auto & Traffic Safety 1961
Driver and Traffic Safety Education 1968
Traffic Safety Digest. A Compendium of Innovative State and Community Traffic Safety Projects
2014-01-01
Education; a Section of the Action Program for Highway Safety 2000
Report of the Secretary's Advisory Committee on Traffic Safety 1991-03-01
Road and Traffic Safety 2015
Traffic Safety 1961
Traffic Safety and the Driver 1970
Road and Traffic Safety 2005
Organized Citizen Support 1993
The State of the Art of Traffic Safety 2009-10-14
Contemporary Issues in Road User Behavior and Traffic Safety 1986-01-01
The Traffic Safety Toolbox 1962
The Handbook of Road Safety Measures 1985
Human Behavior and Traffic Safety 1981
Highway Safety Action Program 2009-08-29
Risk and the Control of Technology
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Alcohol, Drugs, and Traffic Safety
Drugs, Driving and Traffic Safety
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